San Francisco Neighborhoods

Golden Gate Bridge & the Marina
In full view of San Francisco's iconic landmark, you'll find Yoda, Disney, nature and nudity.

Japantown, Fillmore & Pacific Heights
Remnants of cultural and ethnic diversity interwoven with quaint Victorians and upscale boutiques.

Golden Gate Park & the Avenues
SF's Wild West is where the bison roam, penguins waddle, hippies drum and surfers rip.

The Castro
Vibrant and proud, with the fabulous art deco theater, gay rights history and rainbow crosswalks to prove it.

North Beach & Chinatown
Dragon gates and dim sum on one end of Grant St. parrots and espresso on the other – and poetry in every alley.

Downtown, Civic Center & SoMa
Flagship stores and museum shows by day, underground clubs and Bay Bridge lights by night.

The Haight & Hayes Valley
Sixties flashbacks, radical fashion, free music and pricey skateboards.

The Mission
A book in one hand, a burrito in the other, murals all around.